Reports indicating "absence of residual neoplasm" are not uncommon in cases of reoperation of patients where the initial resection was incomplete. This usually leads to the conclusion that the tumor had been completely removed, which can be misleading and could be complicated to prove that the operation was not performed on the wrong site. 1 This case exemplifies this situation and points
The importance of residual tumor detection* Figure 1C) . A micrographic surgery using the three-dimensional method was able to detect a small amount of residual basal cell carcinoma, which was located eccentrically in the surgical specimen and showed tumor-free surgical margins after the first stage, the same histological pattern found in 2009 (Figure 3 ). Therefore, it was possible to demonstrate that the tumor was recurrent and it was totally excised. It could be misleading to claim a case as "solved" after a surgery report that indicates tumor-free margins as one must be aware of how relative histopathology reports can be, especially when less than 1% of the total surgical margin is examined. 2 Thus, there is no difference between conventional surgery and microscopically controlled surgery (peripheral type) when only one stage is performed, since they were equally incapable of detecting the residual tumor. Consequently, they are unable to prove that the surgery was not performed on the wrong site. 5 The clinical-surgical case described shows how the residual tumor is important to understand the outcome as it demonstrates facts that explain what may have occurred and certifies that all the surgical margins were free.
Any new local clinical manifestation can be accurately interpreted as the appearance of a new tumor and not as a recurrence. q
